The pla
playbook
ybook : 52
rules to aim, shoot,
and score in this
game called life
by Kwame Alexander
From the author of The
Crossover comes an
inspirational guide to success on the court of life.
Role models including Nelson Mandela, LeBron
James, and Michelle Obama offer wisdom.

YA 796.01 (Lower Level)

Six of crows
by Leigh Bardugo
Offered a shot at wealth
beyond his wildest dreams,
criminal prodigy Kaz Brekker
recruits a team of deadly
outcasts to help pull off a
seemingly impossible heist.
They just might succeed - if they don't kill each
other first.

YA Bardugo, L (Lower Level)

St
Starters
arters
Scythe

by Lissa Price

by Neal Shusterman

In a post-apocalyptic world
decimated by a viral outbreak,
desperate teens rent their
bodies to seniors who want to
experience youth again.
16-year-old Callie rents out her
body only to discover that her renter is planning
to commit a murder.

In a future where humanity has
conquered death, teens Citra
and Rowan are recruited to kill
in the name of population
control. They train in the art of
taking life, knowing that failure
could mean losing their own.

YA Shusterman, N. (Lower Level)

Simon vs. the Homo
Sapiens agenda
by Becky Albertalli
When an email falls into the
wrong hands, 16-year-old, notso-openly gay Simon is
blackmailed into playing
wingman for a classmate. How
can he get himself out of this situation without
alienating his friends or exposing Blue, the
charming boy he's been emailing?

YA Price, L. (Lower Level)

The sun is also a
st
star
ar
by Nicola Yoon
A scientifically-minded girl on
the brink of being deported and
a dutiful son who endeavors to
live up to his parents' high
expectations unexpectedly
meet, and fall for each other.

YA Yoon, N. (Lower Level)

YA Albertalli, B. (Lower Level)
Copies of these books may also be found in other
areas of the library or online through Axis360,
Hoopla, or Overdrive. Visit the Teen Desk, call
847-663-6490, or email teen@nileslibrary.org
or for more information.

Niles-Maine District Library
6960 Oakton St.
Niles, Illinois 60714 | 847-663-6490
www.nileslibrary.org

Niles North
High School
Grades 9-12
Freshmen Onl
Only:
y:
Unwind by Neal Shusterman
After the Second Civil War,
troublesome teens can be
"unwound" and have their body
parts transplanted into other
people. 3 teens cross paths when
they rebel against their fates, and
struggle together to avoid the harvest.

YA Shusterman, N. (Lower Level)

Grades 10-12, Choose One:

The book of
unknown
Americans

The associa
association
tion of
small bombs
by Karan Mahajan
After witnessing his two friends
killed by a bomb that detonated
in a Delhi marketplace, Mansoor
Ahmed becomes involved with a
charismatic young activist. He
soon learns that his allegiances and beliefs are
more changeable than he could have imagined.

by Cristina Henríquez
Moving from Mexico to the
United States when their
daughter suffers a near-fatal
accident, the Riveras confront
cultural barriers, a difficult recovery, and her
developing relationship with a Panamanian boy.

Black Panther : a
na
nation
tion under our
feet. Book one

Born a crime :
stories from a
South African
childhood

by Ta-Nehisi Coates

by Trevor Noah

YA GN Coates, T. (Lower Level)

The Daily Show host Trever
Noah traces his coming of age
during the twilight of apartheid in South Africa,
and the tumultuous days of freedom that
followed. He offers insight into the farcical
aspects of the political and social systems of our
world.

YA BIOGRAPHY Noah, T. (Lower Level)

Bone Gap
By Laura Ruby
When mysterious newcomer
Roza disappears from a quiet
Illinois town, Finn is the only
witness to her abduction. His
inability to distinguish faces
hampers his ability to help her,
and subjects Finn to further ridicule.

YA Ruby, L. (Lower Level)

by Rainbow Rowell
Sharing a passion for the Simon
Snow series helped Cath and
her twin sister, Wren, cope
when their mother left. Now, as
they start college, Cath fears
she isn't ready to live without
Wren by her side or Simon Snow in her life.

YA Rowell, R. (Lower Level)

FICTION Henriquez, C. (2nd Level)

FICTION Mahajan, K. (2nd Level)

Superhuman terrorist group
"The People" sparks a violent
uprising that throws Wakanda,
famed for its incredible
technology, into turmoil. Can King T'challa, the
Black Panther, save it from this fate?

Fangirl

Extraordinary
means
by Robyn Schneider
Two teens with an incurable
strain of tuberculosis rebel
against the strict quarantine
rules of the sanatorium where
they live, and fall in love. Could
a miraculous cure give them a second chance?

YA Schneider, R. (Lower Level)

Gabi, a girl in
pieces
by Isabel Quintero
16-year-old Gabi Hernandez
chronicles her senior year in
high school as she copes with
her friend Cindy's pregnancy,
friend Sebastian's coming
out, father's meth habit, college applications,
cute boys, and (especially) the poetry that helps
forge her identity.

YA Quintero, I. (Lower Level)

Of beetles & angels:
a boy's remarkable
journey from a
refugee camp to
Harv
Harvard
ard
by Mawi Asgedom
The true-life story of a young
boy's journey from a refugee camp to the Chicago
suburbs. Despite prejudice, language issues, and
financial hardships, he built a fulfilling life in his
new home.

YA BIOGRAPHY Mawi Asgedom (Lower Level)

